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New provisions issued by
Italian Government on Lombardy Region («yellow zone»)
Use of mask and other protection

Wearing a face **mask** or any other cloth covering your nose and mouth is **mandatory** in public places (indoor and outdoor)

Social-distancing is mandatory: keep at least **1-meter distance** from other people

**Using hand sanitizers** is also mandatory before entering shops (mainly provided at the entrance). Washing hands frequently is always recommended!
Moving around

• **Curfew** is still active from 10 pm until 5 am, that is: *if you go out, you must be home by 10 pm.*

• Moving in the Region of residence (e.g. to nearby cities) is now possible without any limitations and carrying the self-certification is not mandatory anymore.

• Moving between different Regions is allowed, on condition that the region you are moving to is yellow or white (as Lombardy or better).

• Moving to a red or orange Region is allowed only for proven work needs, absolute urgency or health reasons. Self-certification is mandatory for this kind of travels.
Open business activities

- Restaurants and bars (seated only outdoor, until 10 pm; take away until 6 pm for bars and 10 pm for restaurants, delivery always allowed)
- Hairdressers, barbers and beauty salons
- Retail stores (any kind of goods). On public holidays, saturdays and sundays stores located inside malls are still closed.
- Museums and libraries
- Churches for public masses
- Sports centers (outdoor swimming pools from 15 May, gyms from 1 June)
- Theatres, cinemas and events (only seated)

Specific safety regulations on social-distancing and hygienic measures should be provided at the entrance.
Validity of the above dispositions

The outbreak trend indicators such as reporting of suspicious cases, incidence of new cases and hospitalization will be analyzed on a daily basis.

All provisions will be reconsidered and restrictions increased in case the rate of the infections worsens again.
For additional info

Ministry of Health website:  

Lombardy Region:  
https://www.regione.lombardia.it/wps/portal/istituzionale/HP/coronavirus/misure

Stay safe!